CHOOSING THE

Perfect

SEMINAR VENUE
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VENUES HAVE A HUGE IMPACT
ON YOUR RESPONSE RATE
Did you know that the venue you host your workshop at has a bigger impact on response
rate than any other factor? It’s true! Thankfully, having marketed thousands of workshops,
we have the data on which venues perform best. This guide will give you the information
you need to choose the perfect venue.

Overview:
Educational Venues
1. Why do educational venues work well for seminars?
2. What are the best educational venues?
3. Which educational venues to avoid
Dinner Venues
1. Why do dinner venues work well for seminars?
2. What are the best dinner venues?
3. Which dinner venues to avoid
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EDUCATIONAL VENUES

1. WHY DO EDUCATIONAL VENUES WORK WELL FOR SEMINARS?

Educational venues
attract a different
consumer

attending other dinner seminars, but only
15% of educational seminar attendees had
attended any seminar previously. Simply
put, you attract a totally different prospect to
educational events.
Educational seminars have other benefits
as well. Because you’re dealing with people
who don’t attend as many other seminars,
you encounter far fewer competitive sales
situations where you and another advisor
are battling over the same prospect. Many
clients have also reported higher net worth
for prospects who come from educational
workshops.

We’ve all heard the term “plate
lickers.” It’s the comical nickname
given to serial dinner seminar
attendees who attend for the free food
with no intention of doing business.
Guess what? When you eliminate the food,
you eliminate the plate-lickers. Different
bait catches different fish, and there’s a
big difference in attendees to educational
workshops.
In a survey of Steep’s most active educational
seminar customers, we found that 80%
of dinner seminar attendees admitted to
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EDUCATIONAL VENUES

WHY DO EDUCATIONAL VENUES WORK WELL FOR SEMINARS?

Educational venues
benefit from the 3Ms

 Medium – The venue you choose for an
educational workshop needs to align
with an authentic goal of education. By
using colleges or libraries that have
a close affiliation with education,
you’re leveraging a powerful
educational medium in
your marketing.

Now that we understand some of the
benefits of educational events, let’s dig
deeper to answer the question of why.
Hosting seminars at educational venues
creates resonance because your message
of being an expert educator is consistent in
three critical aspects.

The resonance aspect of
the Message, Marketing,
Medium will fail if any one
of them lacks consistency, but
aligning them with a focus on
education makes the 3Ms powerful.

 Message – The message you’re promoting
with a neutral venue workshop is focused
on education. In the absence of a meal
or other incentive, the focal point is your
message – consumer-focused education.
 Marketing – Social Media is a place
where people go to learn what’s new.
By featuring your workshop invitation on
a social platform, you’re delivering new
and relevant information on a marketing
channel that aligns with this educational
focus.
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EDUCATIONAL VENUES

2. WHAT ARE THE BEST EDUCATIONAL VENUES?

The best educational venues meet two criteria:
NEUTRAL

EDUCATIONAL

 Neutral venues remove the
perception of being a sales
environment.

 Educational venues are
associated with learning.
 Libraries and colleges are
familiar environments that
demonstrate to consumers
that the event’s primary
purpose is learning, not sales.

 Meeting rooms in your office
or a rented business center
are often perceived as sales
environments.
 Great neutral venues are
perceived differently by
consumers and reduce
buying resistance.
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EDUCATIONAL VENUES

LIBRARIES
Libraries are one of the best venues for
educational workshops. Here are some
of the reasons libraries are awesome
locations for Steep educational
workshops.
 Libraries are both neutral and
educational.
 Libraries are usually small and are
easy to navigate.
 Libraries are often in suburban areas
with ample parking.

COLLEGES

 Libraries often have city or county
associations that build credibility.

Colleges are also great venues for
educational workshops. Here are some
of the reasons we see great response
rates for Steep educational workshops
at colleges.

 Libraries prohibit sales presentations
giving your event a true educational
focus.

 Colleges are both neutral and
educational.
 Colleges are primarily used for higher
education and attract learningfocused clients.
 Colleges often have prestigious
reputations that we can leverage by
association.
 Colleges have many meeting spaces
that are perfect for workshops.
 Colleges have ample staff that can
facilitate educational workshops.
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EDUCATIONAL VENUES

3. WHICH EDUCATIONAL VENUES SHOULD I AVOID?
Occasionally, a venue that seems to meet the criteria for a
good educational venue doesn’t perform well. Here are some
additional things to consider as you pursue a neutral venue.
 Vocational Schools – Some colleges that teach specific
vocational skills lack the desired perception
of a great venue. Specific examples we’ve
encountered are cosmetology or mechanical
colleges.
 Business Centers – Business centers
have many qualities we want, but
often don’t perform well. The two
primary reasons are: they aren’t places
people normally attend events, therefore
aren’t familiar public places, and because
they’re associated with business, they have
the perception of being sales environments which
removes the neutral appeal.

Caution:

Not all neutral
venues are
equal

 Event Centers – Mixed purpose venues that can be used for
weddings or private catered events lack both the neutral
and educational aspects that define good venues. While
they have great meeting spaces, they often result in low
conversion rates.
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EDUCATIONAL VENUES

WHICH EDUCATIONAL VENUES SHOULD I AVOID?
 Recreational Centers – Local venues with exercise facilities
are often not congruent with the educational tone we
want to convey with our messaging. They’re not ideal for
educational workshops because they are associated with
health and fitness.
 Community Centers – In our experience, the definition of a
community center varies greatly from market to market.
In some areas where a community center is simply a
building with meeting rooms, we benefit from the
community affiliation that helps library venues
perform well. In other areas community
centers are mixed-use facilities that
include fitness equipment, meeting rooms
or even government offices. Some of these
venues perform well, but it’s important to avoid
community centers with fitness or other niche
mixed-uses.
 Office Meeting Rooms – Many office buildings have
beautiful meeting rooms capable of accommodating financial
workshops. These venues seldom perform well for a few
reasons. First, they can be perceived as non-neutral. Second,
these buildings are often unfamiliar to our consumers.
Finally, navigating large office buildings can be complicated
both for parking and locating a specific meeting space.
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DINNER VENUES

1. WHY DO DINNER VENUES WORK WELL FOR SEMINARS?

Dinner seminars offer
an incentive to
attend

Marketers often refer to offers like this
as Value Stacking. The idea is to present
multiple different incentives in the effort
to make your offer even better than any
individual part would be on its own.
Dinner seminars are a perfect example of
how marketers can clearly demonstrate
what’s in it for the consumer and magnify
results with value stacking. Of course, the
primary emphasis in the marketing is on the
financial content that will be presented, but
the addition of a free meal takes the offer to
the next level and maximizes response.

Marketing is based on companies
demonstrating value to their prospects
by answering the question, “What’s in
it for me?”. Every seminar offers value in
the form of financial information, but dinner
seminars take it one step further by adding
an incentive to attend.
We’ve all seen the late-night infomercials
that have perfected the art of exploiting
consumerism. After several minutes of
showing you the product’s many benefits,
they take it to the next level with by upping
the offer, “And now we’re doubling the offer!”
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DINNER VENUES

WHY DO DINNER VENUES WORK WELL FOR SEMINARS?

Dinner seminars use
the rule of reciprocity
The rule of reciprocity is the idea that when
someone does something kind for you, you
feel indebted to return the favor. Whether
you recognize it or not, reciprocity plays out
in many common situations.
Here are some examples of reciprocity.
Maybe you and your buddy meet for a beer
and he offers to buy the first round. The next
time the waiter checks on you, you offer to
buy the second round. Or maybe you hold
the door for someone entering a building,
and at the next doorway, that person holds
the door for you, returning the favor. We’ve
all been in that position when someone buys
you a birthday gift and you realize you didn’t
buy them a gift for their last birthday.
Reciprocity is baked into our DNA. It’s the
way our brains “keep tally” of our social
acceptance in a friendly society.
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So how does this relate to dinner seminars?
The moment someone sees your dinner
seminar ad, they internally accept the
unwritten code of reciprocity. They realize
that if a financial advisor they’ve never
met is willing to buy them a meal at a nice
restaurant, that advisor likely expects (or at
least wants) something in return for them.
Going above and beyond to create a
comfortable environment for someone to
enjoy your presentation increases the
likelihood that your attendees will
be receptive to your message
because they’ve already
taken a step toward accepting
the unwritten social contract of
reciprocity. The attendees intentionally
put themselves in a position to receive an
undeserved gift from you and, in turn, they’ve
taken the first step toward becoming a client
by feeling the need to reciprocate.
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1. DINNER VENUES

WHY DO DINNER VENUES WORK WELL FOR SEMINARS?

Dinner seminars increase
the perceived value of
your event

nice restaurant is how much that meal is
worth. Venues like Morton’s Steakhouse
or Ruth’s Chris have the reputation
of being special places – the kind
of place you might celebrate
a birthday or anniversary.
They’re expensive
enough that most
people don’t eat
there very often. Hosting
your seminar at a place
like this instantly increases
the perceived value of your event
because of the value of the meal.

One of the primary things we do when
crafting marketing for a seminar invitation is
to show the consumer that there’s value in
attending your event.
Dinner seminars do this in three ways.
 Show the financial benefit – Whether
you’re talking about investment
opportunities that can grow their savings,
how they can get more from their Social
Security benefits, or how to avoid paying
too much in taxes during retirement –
the primary way we demonstrate the
value of the event is the perception of
monetary benefit through the value of our
presentation.

 Increase the perceived value of your event
and brand – High-end restaurants have
spent millions building their brands. By
putting your brand on the same par as
a well-established and valuable “peer
brand” you’re telling people that you’re
the kind of firm that values quality and
excellence.

 Offer a free meal – One of the first things
that goes through someone’s mind when
they see an offer for a free meal at a
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DINNER VENUES

2. WHAT ARE THE BEST DINNER SEMINAR VENUES?

The best dinner seminar venues meet these criteria:
CONVEY VALUE
Generally speaking, restaurants with higher priced food convey higher value.
As we mentioned before, one of the reasons dinner seminars work well is
that they increase the value of your event. Aiming at the upper tier of local
restaurants is the first step to choosing a good venue for your dinner seminar.

WELL-ESTABLISHED BRAND
Restaurants that have great national or regional recognition will increase the
effectiveness of your dinner seminar. When a customer sees the logo and name
of a restaurant with a well-established brand on your event’s landing page, they’ll
instantly recognize it. This familiarity will increase the response rate to your
seminar.

DESIGNATED EVENT SPACE
Perhaps the most important criterion for a good dinner seminar venue is the space
where your meeting will take place. Good dedicated meeting space means: a
separate entrance to your meeting space, adequate separation from the meeting
space and the regular dining room, wait staff can serve your room without undue
noise, and there are no visual distractions between your meeting and the rest of
the restaurant.
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DINNER VENUES

STEAK HOUSES
Without fail, the top converting dinner seminar venues
are steak houses. Eating at a steak house is a treat for
most people and getting invited to a dinner seminar with
a free meal at a prestigious steak house is the easiest way
to ensure your event fills to capacity. Some steak houses
we see good results with include: Ruth’s Chris, Morton’s,
Season’s 52, Flemings, Del Frisco’s, Fogo de Chao, Texas
de Brazil, and The Capital Grille.

ITALIAN RESTAURANTS
Italian restaurants can also be good venues for dinner
seminars. These restaurants often have a romantic and
inviting appeal that exude affluence, and many have done
a great job of establishing themselves as premium brands.
Some Italian restaurants we see good results with include:
Johnny Carino’s, Bravo Cucina, Buca di Beppo, Maggiano’s,
and Carrabba’s.

LOCAL FAVORITES
Local favorites can also perform well when planning a dinner
seminar. Although many of the venues mentioned have been
chains, there are likely great places near you that have built
premium brands without being a national chain. One example
of a local restaurant is Shanahan’s, near our Denver office. This
restaurant is owned by Mike Shanahan, the former Denver
Broncos head coach. This restaurant is locally known as one
of the best steak houses and has many of the benefits of
restaurants mentioned above, but with local notoriety.
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DINNER VENUES

3. WHICH DINNER VENUES SHOULD I AVOID?

Simply hosting a seminar
at a restaurant isn’t
a “cheat code” for
success
There are several restaurants
to avoid (or at least approach with
caution). Here are some of the restaurants
that often don’t perform well.

 Buffet Restaurants – Buffets aren’t great
venues for dinner seminars because they
often don’t have a high perceived value.
They also present the challenge that your
seminar attendees will likely have to leave
the meeting room to serve themselves. A
few buffets to avoid are Country Buffet,
Golden Corral, Sizzler, and Western
Sizzler.
 No Dedicated Meeting Space – Resist the
urge you may feel to try and skate around
the issue of an otherwise perfect venue
that doesn’t have dedicated meeting
space. Sometimes restaurants will have
curtains or temporary dividers between a
dining area and the main restaurant, but
from personal experience we know that
the countless opportunities for distraction
have the potential to do more harm than
good to your event’s success.

 Lower-End Chains – In the same way
a premium brand can enhance your
company’s perceived value, a lower-end
brand can damage it. There are many
perfectly fine restaurants that simply aren’t
good dinner seminar venues. Here are a
few examples: Chili’s, Olive Garden, Red
Lobster, and Outback Steakhouse.
 Niche Ethnic Restaurants – Whether it’s a
cheesy plate of enchiladas or a plate of
delicious sushi, we all have our favorite
indulgent ethnic pleasures. Unfortunately,
many of these restaurants aren’t suited to
be good dinner venues because they lack
mass-appeal or they don’t have the same
established brand. Every area is different,
but some general cuisines to avoid
include Indian, Chinese, Vietnamese, BBQ,
Seafood, Mexican, and Greek restaurants.
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 Catered Meals – Another venue you’ll
want to avoid is a meeting space with a
catered meal. You’re probably familiar with
beautiful mixed-use meeting areas where
people could host parties or weddings.
While they meet some of the criteria for
a good meeting space and you can likely
cater a great meal to them, often these
venues produce lower than desired results.
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READY TO PLAN YOUR SEMINAR?
WE’RE HERE TO HELP!
Whether you choose to host your seminar at an educational venue or a restaurant, the
opportunity to tell your story to a crowd of prospects makes seminar marketing a unique
opportunity to grow your practice.
Having marketed thousands of seminars across the country,
Steep Digital Marketing has the unique advantage of being
able to identify trends. Hopefully this tool has
helped you learn from our experience and will
provide you the blueprint you need to find the
perfect location for your next seminar.
Remember, we’re experts at all kinds of seminar
marketing. Whether you decide to host in a
library, college or restaurant, we set the standard
for excellence in seminar marketing. We can even help you supplement your marketing
with a our Seminar Rescue program if your initial direct mail or digital campaign fails you.
Whatever your situation – we’re here to help, and we promise to give you expert advice,
outstanding customer experience, and our expertise in digital marketing for your seminar.
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